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Introduction: Returned lunar samples from the 

Apollo and Luna programs are the primary basis of our 
understanding of the Moon’s thermal and chemical 
evolution [1]. However, manned exploration was lim-
ited in coverage of the lunar surface (~6-8 %). But, the 
discovery of numerous lunar meteorites has provided 
“new-sample science” and greatly expanded the “sam-
pled” areas of the Moon. Lunar meteorites have inher-
ent limitations in that their provenances have been 
speculated on but are largely unknown beyond very 
broad (hemisphere-scale) estimations. Additionally, 
and most importantly, several of these meteorite sam-
ples appear to have originated from outside the anoma-
lous geochemical region from which the returned sam-
ples were collected [2-4]. 

Most lunar meteorite samples are complex polym-
ict breccias made up of a number of different lithologic 
components (and often abundant lunar regolith). Bulk 
measurements of such polymict breccias present only 
crude “averages” of the distinct components that form 
the rocks. Whereas pristine rocks can provide clear 
indications to formational processes and petrologic 
evolution [e.g., 5, 6], bulk measurements of complex 
breccias cannot provide detailed insights such as those 
available from study of the individual lithologic com-
ponents of the breccia. 

Visible to near-infrared (VNIR) reflectance spec-
troscopy is a powerful tool for investigating the miner-
alogy of planetary materials, because the properties of 
absorptions in VNIR spectra are diagnostic of mineral-
ogy and mineral composition [7]. With the advent of 
high-quality orbital VNIR datasets for the Moon, such 
absorption features can be analyzed globally. Interpre-
tation of such VNIR data relies largely on ground truth 
from lunar samples and analogues in which informa-
tion from laboratory investigations is used to interpret 
remote observations [e.g., 8, 9]. 

Here, we present results from a study using labora-
tory VNIR measurements of the individual lithologic 
components of a suite of lunar meteorite samples com-
bined with various remote sensing datasets. These 
lithologic components contain signatures of the geo-
logic processes that formed the minerals and rocks 
from which the clasts were sourced. Indeed, it is these 
parent rocks and minerals that are observed through 
orbital remote sensing as distinct “outcrops” or expo-
sures on the lunar surface – the clasts are assumed to 

represent small samples of larger outcrop-scale depos-
its. Comparisons between the laboratory spectra of the 
clasts and orbital measurements provide constraints on 
the geologic context of the clasts, particularly when 
considered in the context of chemical abundance data. 

Methods: We acquired laboratory reflectance spec-
tra of selected clasts in the samples in the Brown Uni-
versity RELAB following the approach of Hiroi et al. 
[10]. We also acquired measurements of particulate 
samples for the unbrecciated samples. Laboratory data 
were compared to remote VNIR data collected by the 
M3 mission [11]. As direct comparisons between labo-
ratory reflectance spectra and remotely-acquired spec-
tra is very challenging and requires a number of as-
sumptions, we employed band-parameter analysis in 
which the basic properties of the diagnostic 1 µm ab-
sorption feature (strength, width, and position) were 
captured by a fitting procedure. The laboratory spectra 
were analyzed with the Modified Gaussian Model 
(MGM) [12], and the remote spectra were evaluated 
with a quadratic polynomial fitting approach [13]. 

 
Figure 1: Laboratory VNIR spectra of individual 
lithologic components (clasts) from ALHA81005. 
The spectra with clear absorption features (blue, red; 
A, D, F, G, E) were analyzed with the MGM, and the 
resulting band parameters were used for comparisons 
with remote VNIR analyses. “Featureless” spectra 
(B, C) were not analyzed quantitatively. 

In addition to the VNIR analyses, we employed 
bulk chemical abundance data for additional con-
straints on the these samples’ geologic context. Spe-
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cifically, we utilized 0.5°/pixel global maps of Th and 
FeO abundance produced from Lunar Prospector 
Gamma Ray Spectroscopy data [14-16]. This approach 
is hindered by the relatively low spatial resolution of 
these datasets and the lack of geochemical data for the 
specific clasts analyzed. This necessitates the use of 
bulk sample (“whole rock” measurements). 

“Matches” were obtained between: 1) regional re-
mote (remote analyses conducted across a series of 
regions centered on large craters and 2) laboratory val-
ues defined by similarity in band position (±10 nm), 
bulk Th (±1 ppm), and bulk FeO (±1 wt.%). The spa-
tial density of these matches was taken as a proxy for 
likely geologic context (i.e., more matches in a region 
indicates a greater consistency between that region and 
the sample). The constraints were applied sequentially, 
for each laboratory VNIR spectrum, to arrive at the 
most constrained case (matches in all three criteria). 
Finally, matches for all laboratory spectra for a sample 
(e.g., A, D, E, F, G for ALH) were combined into a 
composite density/geologic context analysis. 

Results: Laboratory VNIR spectra for lithologic 
components for one sample, Allan Hills A81005 
(ALH), are shown in Figure 1. There is substantial 
diversity in these spectra, including pyroxene-rich 
lithologies (E, F), clear evidence of crystalline plagio-
clase (A, D), and possible olivine-rich signatures (G). 
However, several of these spectra exhibit little more 
than a pronounced negative (“blue”) continuum slope 
(B, C). These are very challenging laboratory meas-
urements to make, due both to: a) our measurement 
strategy (spectra were collected from chip surfaces 
rather than from crushed particulates); and b) the na-
ture of the samples (highly complex and fragmented, 
with relatively small clasts and abundant glassy, ab-
sorbing matrix material). Spectra without diagnostic 
absorption features (e.g., B, C) were not evaluated with 
the band fitting procedure and thus were not used in 
comparisons to the remote analyses. A preliminary 
density/geologic context analysis for ALH, based on 
all three constraints and all laboratory spectra, is 
shown in Figure 2. Note that the results shown here are 
likely to evolve as the remote analyses are refined. 

Discussion: Previous analyses of lunar meteorites 
have attempted to pair laboratory analyses with remote 
sensing observations to constrain the source re-
gion/geologic context of the samples [e.g., 18, 19, 20]. 
These studies relied primarily on geochemical data 
such as the Lunar Prospector datasets we employed in 
our analyses. However, our analyses add the additional 
element of VNIR spectroscopy. The addition of VNIR 
spectroscopy offers great potential advances because it 
provides considerably higher spatial resolution than 
geochemical remote sensing techniques such as 

gamma ray, neutron, and x-ray spectroscopy. There are 
a variety of limitations to the work presented here; 
perhaps the most notable is that the remote analyses 
focus on large craters, whereas lunar meteorites may 
actually derive from relatively small craters [21]. How-
ever, the combined application of diverse remote 
sensing and laboratory techniques should enable sig-
nificant new insight into the geologic context and 
potentially into source regions of these important 
samples of unexplored regions of the lunar surface. 
With more refined remote analyses, our approach 
could potentially constrain the geologic context of 
these samples at the 102 km scale. 
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Figure 2: Preliminary density/geologic context analy-
sis for ALH. The map shows the spatial density of 
matches between laboratory and remote analyses, with 
greater density in orange-red and low density in blue. 
Matches for all individual component measurements 
(A, D, E, F, G in Figure 1) are combined and are de-
fined by all three constraints (band position, bulk Th, 
bulk FeO) applied sequentially. The map identifies 
regions most consistent with the sample in these three 
parameters, and thus regions most likely to provide 
geologic context for the samples. Note that we do not 
claim to identify specific source craters. 
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